
Function of aFunction of a
HygrometerHygrometer



PyschrometerPyschrometer or Hygrometeror Hygrometer



EvaporationEvaporation

 the conversion of water from athe conversion of water from a
liquid into a gasliquid into a gas



CondensationCondensation

 Condensation is the process by whichCondensation is the process by which
water vapor becomes a liquid.water vapor becomes a liquid.



PrecipitationPrecipitation

 Any of all of the forms of water particles,Any of all of the forms of water particles,
whether liquid or solid, that fall from thewhether liquid or solid, that fall from the
atmosphereatmosphere and reach the ground.and reach the ground.

 rainrain

 drizzledrizzle

 snowsnow

 hailhail



HumidityHumidity

 Dampness, especially of the air.Dampness, especially of the air.

–– MoistureMoisture

 Moisture in the airMoisture in the air

If the air is at 100-percent
relative humidity, sweat will
not evaporate into the air. As
a result, we feel much hotter
than the actual temperature
when the relative humidity is
high.



Relative humidityRelative humidity

 is a term used tois a term used to
describe thedescribe the
amount ofamount of waterwater
vaporvapor that exists inthat exists in
a gaseous mixturea gaseous mixture
of air and water.of air and water.



 Humans are veryHumans are very
sensitive to humidity,sensitive to humidity,
as the skin relies onas the skin relies on
the air to get rid ofthe air to get rid of
moisture. The processmoisture. The process
ofof sweatingsweating is youris your
body's attempt tobody's attempt to
keep cool andkeep cool and
maintain its currentmaintain its current
temperature.temperature.



 If the air is at 100% relative humidity,If the air is at 100% relative humidity,
sweat will not evaporate into the air. As asweat will not evaporate into the air. As a
result, we feel much hotter than the actualresult, we feel much hotter than the actual
temperature when the relative humidity istemperature when the relative humidity is
high. If the relative humidity is low, wehigh. If the relative humidity is low, we
can feel much cooler than the actualcan feel much cooler than the actual
temperature because our sweattemperature because our sweat
evaporates easily, cooling us off.evaporates easily, cooling us off.



exampleexample

if the air temperature is 24 degrees Celsius andif the air temperature is 24 degrees Celsius and
the relative humidity is zero percent, the airthe relative humidity is zero percent, the air
temperature feels like 21 C to our bodies. If thetemperature feels like 21 C to our bodies. If the
air temperature is 24 C and the relativeair temperature is 24 C and the relative
humidity is 100 percent, we feel like it's 27 Chumidity is 100 percent, we feel like it's 27 C
out.out.



 People tend to feel most comfortable at aPeople tend to feel most comfortable at a
relative humidity of about 45 percent.relative humidity of about 45 percent.

 HumidifiersHumidifiers and dehumidifiers help toand dehumidifiers help to
keep indoor humidity at a comfortablekeep indoor humidity at a comfortable
level.level.



Dew point.
 The temperature at which air becomes saturatedThe temperature at which air becomes saturated

when cooled without addition ofwhen cooled without addition of moisturemoisture oror
change of pressure. Any further cooling causeschange of pressure. Any further cooling causes
condensationcondensation; fog and; fog and dewdew are formed in thisare formed in this
way.way.

Dew point temperature.
is defined as the temperature to which theis defined as the temperature to which the

air would have toair would have to coolcool (at constant(at constant
pressurepressure and constant waterand constant water vapourvapour
content) in order to reach saturation.content) in order to reach saturation.



Dew Point Table
Example

Dry = 15°F

Wet = 14°F

Dew point temp = 6°F

15°F - 14°F = 1 dep of wet bulb



Example

Dry = 15°F

Wet = 14°F

Rel. Humidity Table

15°F - 14°F = 1 dep of wet bulb

Rel Hum = 82 %



 CondensationCondensation of waterof water vapourvapour beginsbegins
when thewhen the temperaturetemperature of air is lowered toof air is lowered to
its dew point and beyond. The dew point,its dew point and beyond. The dew point,
like other measures oflike other measures of humidityhumidity, can be, can be
calculated from readings taken by acalculated from readings taken by a
hygrometer.hygrometer.



31%31% -- 3737Very comfortableVery comfortable1010 -- 1212°°CC

31%31% -- 41%41%ComfortableComfortable1313 -- 1616°°CC

37%37% -- 46%46%
OK for most, but everyone perceives theOK for most, but everyone perceives the

humidityhumidity

at upper limitat upper limit
1616 -- 1818°°CC

44%44% -- 52%52%
Somewhat uncomfortable for most peopleSomewhat uncomfortable for most people

at upper limitat upper limit
1818 -- 2121°°CC

52%52% -- 60%60%Very Humid, quite uncomfortableVery Humid, quite uncomfortable2121 -- 2424°°CC

62%62%Extremely uncomfortable, oppressiveExtremely uncomfortable, oppressive>24>24°°CC

RelativeRelative
HumidityHumidity

Air Temp 90Air Temp 90°°FF
Human PerceptionHuman Perception

DewDew
PointPoint

Temp.Temp. °°CC



ReviewReview

 HumidityHumidity -- Dampness, especially of the air.Dampness, especially of the air.

 Relative humidityRelative humidity -- is a term used to describe theis a term used to describe the
amount ofamount of water vaporwater vapor that exists in a gaseousthat exists in a gaseous
mixture of air and water.mixture of air and water.

 Dew pointDew point -- The temperature at which air becomesThe temperature at which air becomes
saturated when cooled without addition ofsaturated when cooled without addition of moisturemoisture oror
change of pressure. Any further cooling causeschange of pressure. Any further cooling causes
condensationcondensation; fog and; fog and dewdew are formed in this way.are formed in this way.

 Dew point temperatureDew point temperature -- is defined as the temperatureis defined as the temperature
to which the air would have toto which the air would have to coolcool (at constant(at constant pressurepressure
and constant waterand constant water vapourvapour content) in order to reachcontent) in order to reach
saturation.saturation.



ApplicationApplication

 MeteorologyMeteorology

 Cargo HandlingCargo Handling



QuizQuiz

 _______1. the conversion of water from a_______1. the conversion of water from a
liquid into a gasliquid into a gas

 _______2. Condensation is the process by_______2. Condensation is the process by
which water vapor becomes a liquid.which water vapor becomes a liquid.

 _______3. Any of all of the forms of water_______3. Any of all of the forms of water
particles, whether liquid or solid, that fallparticles, whether liquid or solid, that fall
from thefrom the atmosphereatmosphere and reach theand reach the
ground.ground.



QuizQuiz

 _______4. Dampness, especially of the air._______4. Dampness, especially of the air.
 _______5. is a term used to describe the amount of_______5. is a term used to describe the amount of

water vaporwater vapor that exists in a gaseous mixture of air andthat exists in a gaseous mixture of air and
water.water.

 _______6. An instrument that uses the difference in_______6. An instrument that uses the difference in
readings between two thermometers, one having a wetreadings between two thermometers, one having a wet
bulb and the other having a dry bulb, to measure thebulb and the other having a dry bulb, to measure the
moisture content or relative humidity of air.moisture content or relative humidity of air.

 _______7. The temperature at which air becomes_______7. The temperature at which air becomes
saturated when cooled without addition ofsaturated when cooled without addition of moisturemoisture oror
change of pressure. Any further cooling causeschange of pressure. Any further cooling causes
condensationcondensation; fog and; fog and dewdew are formed in this way.are formed in this way.

 _______8.________9. ________ Give an example of_______8.________9. ________ Give an example of
precipitation.precipitation.



QuizQuiz

 _______10. Give an example of a condensation._______10. Give an example of a condensation.

 _______11. Give an example of evaporation_______11. Give an example of evaporation

 _______12. and dehumidifiers help to keep_______12. and dehumidifiers help to keep
indoor humidity at a comfortable level.indoor humidity at a comfortable level.

 _______13. begins when the_______13. begins when the temperaturetemperature of airof air
is lowered to its dew point and beyond.is lowered to its dew point and beyond.



Dew Point Table
14. Dry= 20°F

Wet = 18°F

15. Dry= 15°F

Wet = 13°F

16.Dry= 35°F

Wet = 32°F



Rel. Humidity Table

17. Dry= 20°F

Wet = 18°F

18. Dry= 20°F

Wet = 22°F

19. Dry= 15°F

Wet = 14°F

20. Dry= 45°F

Wet = 41°F


